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Abstract
Less than two years after the discovery of high temperature superconductivity in oxypnictide
LaFeAs(O,F) several families of superconductors based on Fe layers (1111, 122, 11, 111) are
available. They share several characteristics with cuprate superconductors that compromise easy
applications, such as the layered structure, the small coherence length, and unconventional pairing,
On the other hand the Fe-based superconductors have metallic parent compounds, and their
electronic anisotropy is generally smaller and does not strongly depend on the level of doping, the
supposed order parameter symmetry is s wave, thus in principle not so detrimental to current
transmission across grain boundaries. From the application point of view, the main efforts are still
devoted to investigate the superconducting properties, to distinguish intrinsic from extrinsic
behaviours and to compare the different families in order to identify which one is the fittest for the
quest for better and more practical superconductors. The 1111 family shows the highest Tc, huge
but also the most anisotropic upper critical field and in-field, fan-shaped resistive transitions
reminiscent of those of cuprates, while the 122 family is much less anisotropic with sharper
resistive transitions as in low temperature superconductors, but with about half the Tc of the 1111
compounds. An overview of the main superconducting properties relevant to applications will be
presented. Upper critical field, electronic anisotropy parameter, intragranular and intergranular
critical current density will be discussed and compared, where possible, across the Fe-based
superconductor families.

1. Introduction

In 2008 the Hosono group in the Tokyo Institute of Technology discovered
superconductivity at 26 K in the oxypnictide LaFeAs(O,F).1 After only one month the critical
temperature, Tc, doubled thanks to substitutions of the La by different rare earth (RE) elements (Sm,
Ce, Nd, Pr and Gd) yielding an increase up to 55 K with Sm2. The parent compounds exhibit
antiferromagnetic ordering of the iron moments which is suppressed by doping in favour of
superconductivity. The early awareness that magnetic order, even if in competition with
superconductivity, is a key factor for determining superconductivity, drove the discovery within a
short period of new iron-based superconductor families with different crystal structures such as
(Ba,K)Fe2As2,

3 LiFeAs,4 and FeSe.5 A large number of different compounds have now shown that
superconductivity can be induced by carrier doping, both in the Fe-As layer and in the spacing layer,
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and by external aswell asby internalpressure. For simplicity in the following we will refer to the
different familiesas: 1111(REFeAs(O,F)), 122((Ba,K)Fe2As2), 11(Fe(Se,Te)), 111(LiFeAs).

These four families shareseveralcharacteristics with the cupratesuperconductors, suchas
layeredstructure,thepresenceof competingorders, low carrier density, small coherencelength,and
unconventional pairing,all of which potentially hinderpractical applications,especiallydueto their
influencein inciting largethermalfluctuationsanddepressed grainboundarysuperconductivity. On
the more positive side however, the Fe-basedsuperconductors havemetallic parentcompounds,
their anisotropyis generallysmallerand doesnot stronglydepend on the level of doping, andtheir
generallysupposedorderparametersymmetry is s-wave, which is in principle not sodetrimentalto
currenttransportacrossgrainboundaries.

As in the early times of the cupratesuperconductors, the main efforts are still devotedto
distinguish intrinsic from extrinsic behaviour. The absenceof significant transport currents in
polycrystalline samples6,7,8 has raised the question whether the low connectivit y is an extrinsic
effect dueto low density,spuriousphases, cracks, or an intrinsicdepressionof thesuperconducting
orderparametersimilar to that observedin cupratesfor morethanvery small angle grainboundary
misorientations9,10.

The availability of differentpnictidefamili esallows us to comparethemandso to identify
trends that might provide a clue for understanding the nature of superconductivity in these
compounds, aswell perhapsallowing us to focuson thosematching the questfor betterandmore
practical superconductors.The 1111 family, indeed, showslarger Tc, huge but also anisotropic
uppercritical field andin-field, fan-shapedresistive transition reminiscentof thoseof cuprates,11,12

while the 122 family is less anisotropic and exhibits narrowresistivetransitions like thosein low
temperaturesuperconductors.13,14

In the following an overview of the principal superconducting properties relevant to
applications is presented.In the first section, the uppercritical field, Hc2, theelectronicanisotropy,
the coherencelengths, the paramagneticlimit and the effect of thermal fluctuationsarediscussed
and comparedacross the Fe-basedsuperconductor families. In the secondsection, the critical
currentdensitiesof singlecrystals, polycrystals andbicrystalsarereviewed.

2. Upper Critical Fields

The hugeuppercritical field valuesof Fe-based superconductors require investigation in
high magnetic field laboratories. Al ready the first magnetoresistance measurements of
polycrystalline La-1111up to 45 T,15 indicateda µ0Hc2 valuelargerthan60 T which correspondsto
a small coherence length of the order of few nm. Moreover, Hc2(T) wasanomalousandexceeded
theWerthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg (WHH) formula 16, similar to thatobservedin dirty MgB2

17,18,
suggesting that superconductivityin oxypnictidesresultsfrom at leasttwo bands. By replacingLa
with smaller rareearthslike Nd andSm, Tc and Hc2(0) both increase.11 Going from the lower (La-
1111) to the higher Tc compounds(Nd-1111, Sm-1111), the in-field superconducting transitions
becomebroader,approachingthebroadmagnetoresistive transitions of thecupratesfor thehighest
Tc compounds. TheHc2 slopeat Tc increaseswith increasing Tc, reachinga slopeof 9.3T/K in Sm-
1111; even using WHH extrapolationswhich clearly underestimate many measurements,such
dHc2/dT values yield µ0Hc2(0)≈0.693Tcµ0|dHc2/dT|Tc≈400T,muchlarger thantheparamagneticlimit.

Theavailability of singlecrystals, first of the1111compounds,allowstheevaluation of Hc2

parallel, ab
cH //
2 , and perpendicular, ab

cH ⊥
2 , to the ab-plane.12 The temperaturedependenceis very

different in thetwo directions,stronglydeparting from theWHH behaviour16mainly in thedirection
parallel to c. The anisotropy evaluatedas γ = ab

c
ab

cH HH ⊥= 2
//
2 /γ , is also strongly temperature

dependent, reminiscentof the two-gapbehaviour seenin MgB2.
17,18 However, a different situation

is observed in the 122 family. (Ba,K)Fe2As2 single crystals exhibit nearly isotropic µ0Hc2 with
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valuesof the order of 60 T at zerotemperature, andanisotropygoingfrom 2, closeto Tc, down 1 at
5 K.13 Similar results werereportedin Ba(Fe,Co)2As2.

14

These aspectshave been investigatedin high magnetic field on three single crystals
belongingto the differentfamilies of the Fe-basedsuperconductors. The main propertiesof these
samples(NdFeAsO0.7F0.3 (Nd-1111in the following), Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 (Ba-122)andFeSe0.5Te0.5

(Fe-11)19,20,21 with critical temperaturesof 47.4,22.0and14.5K respectively defined at 50%of the
normalstateresistivity) aresummarizedin TableI. 
 

Nd-1111 Ba-122 Fe-11

Tc(50%Rn) [K] 47.4 22.0 14.5

dTdH ab
c /20
⊥µ [T/K] 2.1 2.5 14

dTdH ab
c ///
20µ [T/K] 10.1 4.9 26

γΗ 5 1.9-1.5 1.9-1.1

ξab [nm] 1.8 2.4 1.2

ξc [nm] 0.45 1.2 0.35

GinzburgnumberGi 8×10-3 1.7×10-4 1.3×10-3

Table1: Significant superconductingstatepropertiesof pnictidesingle crystals.

Magneto-transportmeasurementswereperformed in a 16 T Quantum Design PPMS andin
high magnetic field in the 35 T resistiveand45 T hybrid magnets at the National High Magnetic
Field Laboratory (NHMFL). Figure1 showsthe temperature dependenceof magnetoresistanceof
the threesingle crystalsamplesof Nd-1111,Ba-122andFe-11 in magnetic field appliedparallelto
c-axis. For Nd-1111, the transitions broaden with increasing the magnetic field, while for Ba-122
the breadthappearsindependentof field as in low temperaturesuperconductors like Nb3Sn. 22 For
Fe-11 thesituation is intermediate, eventhoughactually this hasa lowerTc, 14.5K, ascomparedto
22 K for the122and47 K for the1111singlecrystals.

Figure2 shows Hc2(T) in parallel andperpendicularfield configurationsdeterminedwith the
90% criterion. The threematerialsdiffer not only in Tc and absolute values of Hc2 but importantly
too in their temperaturedependenceof Hc2. Nd-1111 has a linear behavior in both directions
whereasBa-122 andFe-11showanalmostlinear behavior in theperpendiculardirectionbut exhibit
a downwardcurvature in the paralleldirection. The slopeof Hc2 closeto Tc significantly varies in
thedifferentfamili es. dTdH ab

c /20
⊥µ nearTc variesfrom 2 T/K in Nd-1111to almost 14T/K in Fe-11

and dTdH ab
c ///
20µ from 5 T/K in Ba-122 to the very high value of 25 T/K in Fe-11. The Hc2

anisotropyγΗ is particularlyaffectedby thedifferenttemperaturedependences in thetwo directions.
While theanisotropyis almostconstantandequal to 5 in theNd-1111,in theothertwo compounds
it decreaseswith decreasingtemperature. In Fe-11, for instance, theanisotropycloseto Tc is about 2
but, dueto thedownwardcurvatureof theparallel direction,γΗ approaches1 at thelowestmeasured
temperature.

Paramagnetic limit

The description of such upper critical field behavior is beyond the single-band, weak-
coupling WHH model, whereHc2 is limited by orbital pair breaking,γΗ is temperature independent
and dHc2/dT is proportional to lvT Fc /)1( λ+ , whereλ is theelectron-boson couplingconstant, vF is
the Fermi velocity and l is the electronmean free path. On the otherhandthe paramagneticlimit ,
where the superconductivity suppressionis due to the alignment of the spins, is anotherpair-
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breaking mechanism to take into account. 23 In fact the upper critical field of those materials

strongly exceeds the BCS paramagneticlimit, BCS
pH which is given by ][84.1][0 KTTH c

BCS
p =µ 24

as emphasizedin Figure 3 where the cc TH /20µ as a function of T/Tc is reported. Thosefactors

suggest a morecomplexscenario.First of all to explain sucha high Hc2, strongcoupling hasto be
considered. The single-bandEliashberg theory allows the paramagnetic limit to be enhancedup
to )1(84.10 λµ += cP TH , strongly exceeding the BCS limit .25 The effect of the paramagneticlimit
may explain the different behaviorof the samples considered here. In fact Nd-1111,whoseHc2(T)
in the experimentally accessiblefield rangeis well below the paramagnetic limit, showsa linear
trend; as reportedin Figure 3, while Ba-122 and Fe-11 reach higher values of cc TH /20µ which

exceedthe BCS paramagneticlimit. In the caseof Ba-122, paramagnetic suppression is mainly
evident in the paralleldirectionwheredownwardcurvatureis observed, while for Fe-11 both Hc2

orientationsshow downward curvature, suggesting that both are affected by Pauli pair breaking.
Becauseparamagneticlimitation is isotropic, astrongereffect is expectedin theparalleldirectionof
higher Hc2, which should induce an anisotropy which reduces with decreasing temperature, as
observedin Ba-122 and Fe-11. However a temperaturedependentanisotropy may be explained
alsoby multibandeffects, assuggestedin ref. 26 for Sr(CoFe)2As2 epitaxial fil m. A combinationof
thetwo mechanisms cannot beexcluded.

Fluctuation effects

From the Hc2 slope closeTc we may evaluate the in-plane, aξ , and out of plane, cξ , coherence

lengths from the Ginzburg-Landauexpressions [ ] 21//
200 )/(2/ cc
c

ca TTdHπµφξ = and Hac γξξ /= ,

as reportedin Table 1. Interestingly, Fe-11 with the smallest Tc, presents the smallest coherence
lengthvalues.More generally, the valuesare small for all samples and cξ is comparable to the
distance between the superconducting Fe-layers, as for the CuO2 layers in the cuprate
superconductors.It wassuggestedthat thermal fluctuationsmaycausethebroadeningof thein-field
resistive transition observed in the 1111 family11 and a two dimensional fluctuation regime was
indeed observed in magneto-conductancemeasurements of Sm-1111 compounds.27 To understand
whether fluctuation effects play a role also in the 122 and 11 famili es we evaluate the Ginzburg
number Gi, which quantifies the temperatureregion Gi·Tc, where fluctuationare significant. It is

expressedby 11 ( )22
00

2
0 2/ Φ= ccBi TkG ξµπλ where λ0 is the London penetration depth, kB is the

Boltzmann constant and Φ0 is the flux quantum. Ginzburg numbers, evaluated for the three
compoundsassuming for simplicity λ0=200nm for all the compounds14,28,29 are reported in table 1.
TheGi value obtained for Nd-1111(8×10-3) is thelargestand is comparable with thevalueobtained
for YBCO (10-2). Thesmallest numberis obtainedfor Ba-122(1.7×10-4), consistent with thenarrow
transitions in Fig. 1 andthe low temperature superconductor-like behaviour emphasized in ref. 14.
Thenumber we obtainfor Fe-11 (1.3×10-3), evenif oneorderof magnitudelower thanthat obtained
for highTc superconductors,is four ordersof magnitudelarger thanthevalueestimated for a low Tc

superconductor with thesameTc such asV3Si. This makesthe11 family unique in being a low Tc

superconductorwith anextremelyshort coherencelength.
In orderto detail theeffectof fluctuations, resistivi ty measurementshave beenperformedon

an epitaxial film. The film, grown by pulsedlaser deposition by a target of nominal composition
FeSe0.5Te0.5 has Tc=18 K, larger than that of the target due to the strain developed during the
growth30. The fluctuation conductivity ∆σ is evaluated as ( ) nn ρρρρσ /−=∆ where ρn is the

normal state resistivity. In theinset of figure 4, ρ andρn aslinearly extrapolatedin therangeabove
2Tc≈40K areshown. In the main panelof the same figure, the fluctuation conductivity is plotted
versusε=ln(T/Tc). We identify the so calledGaussianregime in the range0.01<ε<0.1, that is for
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temperatures from 0.4K to 2K above Tc, betweenthe critical regimevery close to Tc and the high
temperatureregimeof vanishing fluctuation conductivity. In this Gaussian regime,thebehaviourof

∆σ is well described by the 3D law εξσ ce h32/2=∆ whereħ=h/2π with h = Planck’s constant

(continuousline in figure 4). This 3D conclusionis consistentwith the fact that 2ξc is of theorder
of the interplanar distances=6.05Å. Indeed, the value of ξc obtained by fitting fluctuation
conductivity datais of the orderof 1 nm, in agreementwithin a factor 2 with the value of 0.6nm
extractedfrom thecritical field dataof this samefi lm.

3. Critical current behaviour  
 

Early studiesof thecritical currentdensity (Jc) of 1111polycrystallinesamplesemphasized
the stronggranularity of thesecompounds, which restrictedglobal Jc valuesto very low values.
6,7,8,31 A first optimistic claim came from Yamamotoet al.,8 who found evidence for two distinct
scales of current flow in polycrystalline Sm and Nd iron oxypnictides using magneto-optical
imaging(MO) and study of the field dependence of the remanent magnetization. Such granular
behaviour has so far limited the properties of pnictide wires, 32 even if wetting grain boundary
phasesandother extrinsicmaterialinhomogeneitiesareoneof the clear causes of this granularity.
Even with substantialblocking by such grain boundary phases, the intergranularcurrentdensities
appearto be more than one order of magnitudelarger at 4 K than for early results on randomly
orientedpolycrystalline cuprates33. But certainly theseearly results make it clear that pnictides
have different properties compared to randomly oriented MgB2 polycrystals, 34 where grain
boundariescanalsopartially obstruct without evidence for intrinsicobstruction of currentflow asin
thecupratesor asnow appears to be thecasein thepnictides. 35

Before discussing the GB propertiesin the next section, we focus on bulk Jc properties
mainly obtainedfrom single crystals and discuss the operatingflux pinning mechanisms and the
anisotropyof Jc.

Jc in single crystals

As is usually the case, Jc for single crystals must be evaluated by magnetization
measurementand useof theBeanmodel, a procedurealmost always possiblefor field H parallel to
thec-axisbut much lessfrequentlypossiblefor H parallelto ab-plane, whereproblemsof the small
size of crystals,significant anisotropy and difficulty of aligning crystalsaccurately with the field
axis makeextraction of Jc from the measured magnetic momentuncertain. For the 1111 class,
Zhigadloet al. reporteda high in-plane Jc of ~2×106 A/cm2 at 5 K on a SmFeAsO1-xFx crystal. Jc is
almost field-independentup to 7 T at 5 K.36 Many single crystal resultswere reported in the 122
system, since larger crystals can be easily grown. Yang et al. reportedsignificant fishtail peak
effects and large current carrying capability up to 5×106 A/cm2 at 4.2 K in a K-doped
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 single crystal.37 Yamamotoet al. deducedJc ~4×105 A/cm2 at 4.2 K and also
reported the fishtail peaksin their Co-doped Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 single crystal.14 Prozorov et al.
showedJc of 2.6×105 A/cm2 at 5 K for Ba(Fe0.93Co0.07)2As2 single crystalsandalsoshowedfishtail
peaksaswell asvery largemagneticrelaxation rate, which wereanalyzedusingcollective pinning
and creep models.38 As for the 11 system, Taen et al. reported that Jc of tellurium doped
FeTe0.61Se0.39 crystalswith Tc ~14K exceeded1×105 A/cm2 at low temperatures.39

All these results show that Fe-based superconductors exhibit rather high Jc values,
independentof the field at low temperatures similar to the behavior observedin YBCO. 40 Such
results areall consistentwith thenm-scalecoherencelengthsin Table I, theexceptionally high Hc2

values and pinning associatedwith atomic-scale defects, resulting from chemical doping. The
common fishtail observationmay indicatethe presence of nanoscalephaseseparation into regions
of weakersuperconductivity thatareproximity-coupledto thehigher-Tc matrix,perhapsanintrinsic
effect or one causedby an inhomogeneousdistribution of the Co or K dopingagent. Irradiation
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with Au-ions and neutronshas emphasizedthat pinning can be further increased by introducing
defectswithout affecting Tc. Au-ions produce columnar defects that increase the critical current
density , but less than one order of magnitude at low field.41 Similar results were obtainedwith
neutron irradiation which produces a more isotropic defect structure. 42 In this respecttoo the
pnictidesappearquite similar to thecuprates.

Becauselarge single crystalsof 122 can be grown, it is possible to studytheir anisotropy
magnetically. In a recentstudy, single crystals 0.16×0.93×1.3 mm3 of Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 with a
sharpTc transitionof 23K weregrownat theNHMFL usingtheFeAs flux method. Magnetic fields
of up to 14 T were applied both parallel to the c-axis and ab-planeof the crystal in an Oxford
vibratingsamplemagnetometer(VSM). Figures5 (a)and(b) show magnetic hysteresis loopsat 4.2-
20 K in both orientations. All loopsshow negligible backgroundferromagneticmoment,indicative
of little freeFe, oftenpresentin suchcrystals. Loops for both configurationsshowlargehysteresis
andaslight fishtail in M(H), consistentwith strongpinning.

Extraction of the anisotropicJc dependson assumptionsaboutthe anisotropicBeanmodel
and currentscalethat we assumeto bethefull sample size. For H//c, it is reasonable to assumethat
the currentsflow in the ab-plane and the Lorentz force drives vortices perpendicular to the ab-
planes.We call this currentJc,ab . If H//a(b) the currentsflow alongb(a) and c; sinceour crystalis a
platelet whosesizenormal to theab-planes is smaller thanalongtheab-planes, themain hysteretic
moment comesfrom currents flowing in the b(a) direction and the Lorentz force driving vortices
along thec-axis.Wecall this currentJc,c .

Thefield dependenceof Jc,ab wascalculatedon thebasis of theBeanmodeland is shownin
Figure 6. The value of Jc,ab is 5.3×105 A/cm2 at 4.2 K, which is similar to that reported
previously.14,38,41 The field dependence of Jc is rather mild, especially at low temperatures,
consistentwith the high Hc2. In order to obtain the anisotropyof Jc, we deducedJc along c-axis
(Jc,c) from hysteresisloop in field parallel to ab-plane using the extended Bean model. It was
assumed that Jc,ab under self -field does not change much regardless of H//ab and H//c. The
estimatedJc, c at 4.2 K underself-field is ~1.3×105 A/cm2. Thetemperature dependenceof Jc,ab and
Jc,c are fit ted well with an expressionJc = Jc(0) × (1-T/Tc)

n with Jcab(0) = 7.5×105 A/cm2, n = 1.75
for Jc,ab and Jc,c(0) = 2.0×105 A/cm2, n = 2 and shown in Fig. 7. In the inset of figure 7 the
temperature-dependent anisotropy of Jc is plotted. The anisotropy γJ = Jc,ab/ Jc,c is ~6 near Tc,
decreases with decreasingT and reaches ~4 at low temperatures. The obtainedvalue of γJ is
consistentwith thevalueγJ ~2-3 reported by Tanataret al.43

Analysis of the pinning force curve gives us insight into the underlying vortex pinning
mechanisms. It is well known that the pinning force Fp = Jc×µ0H of conventional metallic
superconductorsscales as Fp ~ Hc2

mhp(1-h)q, where h = H/Hirr is the ratio betweenH and the
irreversibility field Hirr. Herewe show that thenormalizedpinningforce fp = FP/FP

max as a function
of reduced field h obtainedfrom hysteresis loopsin field applied parallelto c-axis (Figure8 upper
panel) and ab-plane (Figure 8 lower panel); Hirr has beenestimated from a Kramer plot.44 Hirr

valuesevaluatedin the two directionsdiffer by a factor 2, consistentwith the Hc2 anisotropy. As
discussedabove, Fp(H//c) andFp(H//ab) are consideredto bemainlydetermined by critical currents
flowing in the ab-planeand vortex motion along planesand acrossplanes,respectively. Pinning
force curves for both parallel and perpendicular field configurations scale well independently of
temperature(from 4.2 to 17.5 K). This suggests that a single dominant vortex pinning mechanism
worksat all temperatures.Thepinningforce curvescollapseaccording to thelaw fp ∝ hp(1-h)q with
p = 1.1 andq =3 for H//c and p = 1.25 andq = 2.25 for H//ab, respectively, asplotted in dashed
lines in Figures 8. Maximum of fp(h) curves occur at h~0.25 for H//c, h~0.35 for H//ab. For a
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2 single crystalthemaximumis foundat h=0.33.37 Thepeakposition maygive clues
to the pinning mechanism. Asa first approximation we can assumethat the position of the peak
shifts to higher h valueswith decreasing distance between pinning centers. Thus, once the Hc2

anisotropyis takeninto account by scaling thedata with Hirr, still a differencebetweenJc,ab andJc,c

survives. We canassumethatfor H//c localized defects pin vortices, while for H//ab themodulation
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of the order parameteralong the c-axis could play a role. This is compatible with strong bulk
pinning suggested from scanning tunneling spectroscopy.45 Recently, in single crystals of
Ba(Fe1−xCox)2As2 a combination of polarized-light imagingandmagnetic measurementshave show
that the pinning is significantly enhanced by orthorhombic magnetic/structural domains.46 This
mechanismsis supposedto beintrinsic to this phaseand moresignificant in the slightly underdoped
compositions.

Global Jc and Grain Boundary effects in polycrystalline materials

Practical use of the pnictides in large scale applications would be greatly enhanced if
polycrystalline forms were not intrinsically electromagnetically granular,as is the case for the
cuprates.That the pnictidesaregranularhas been raised by multiple studies of polycrystals in bulk
forms,6,7,8 in wire forms,32 and alsoin thin film forms.47,48,49,30 But whereasit wasrelatively easyto
get single-phasepolycrystalline forms of the cuprates, it appears to be muchharder in the caseof
thepnictides. We here briefly reviewrecentstudiesof current transportin polycrystallineSm- and
Nd-11118,50,51 that were madeby high pressure synthesisat the Instituteof Physics in Beijing (IOP-
CAS). We havebenchmarkedtheseIOP-CAS samples of Ren et al. againstcarefully madeSm-
1111samplesmade at theNHMFL andin INFM-LAM IA in Genoa,with andwithout benefit of hot
isostaticpressing. We find the intergranular connectivity of the IOP-CAS Sm-1111 sample to be
the highest of all , even though there is clear evidence of significant wetting FeAs phase and
unreacted RE2O3, impurity phasesfound to be commonto all. Thus we believe that theseresults
havesubstantial generalvalidity. Moreover,we find that polycrystalline samplesof Co-doped122
have50-100 µm diametergrains, rather thanthe5-10 µm diameter grains in the1111 polycrystals.
Magneto-optical imagesshowessentially complete decouplingacrossthegrainboundaries, but also
substantial FeAs phasethat wets the grain boundaries, as shownin Figure 9. Only in the recent
work of Lee et al.35 does the intrinsic behavior of second-phasefree grain boundariesappear.
Unfortunatelyit appearsthat symmetric [001] tilt grain boundaries grown epitaxially on SrTiO3

exhibit substantialdepressionof Jc for misorientationsof morethan3⁰.
Theuseof the low temperaturelaser scanning microscope(LTLSM) enables a direct spatial

correlationbetweenthepositionat which anelectric field E occursin thesuperconducting stateand
themicrostructurewith a precisionof 1-2 µm. Figure 10 shows details of such correlations for two
typesof regions, type A andB that show dissipativesupercurrentflow only in self or very weak
field up to ~0.1T andregionC whereflow remainsdissipativeevenin 5 T after regions A andB
have switched off. The SEM images of Fig. 10 show significant microstructural differences
betweenregions A and B, and C. Precipitates of unreacted Sm2O3 are the most benigncurrent-
blockingdefectsbecause,althoughinsulating,theyhavea smallsurface to volumeratio, and mostly
occur within Sm1111grains. By contrast, the dark grey FeAs phasewets many grain boundaries,
thus interrupting grain-to-grain supercurrent paths, which are further degradedby extensive
cracking,sometimesat grainboundaries(theblack-appearing lines) and sometimeswithin grains.

At switch-off spot A of Fig. 10 (a),a crackF on the uppersideandtheprecipitate of Sm2O3

and a largeFeAsphaseG force current to crossgrain boundary(H) containing a thin FeAs layer,
producingthe dissipationspot seenin theoverlay imageof Fig. 10 (d). At switch off point B of Fig.
10 (b) and(e), the current is channeledby cracks, Fe-As andSm2O3 into a narrow passagecrossing
FeAs regions too. By contrast,asshown in Fig. 10 (c) and(f), spotC that remainsdissipative even
in 5 T field hasits peakdissipation within a singlegrain at a constriction providedby two almost
orthogonalsetsof crackswhich squeezethe currentbetween the two diagonalcracks. The S-N-S
(superconducting-normal-superconducting)nature of theconnection acrossthemetallic FeAs phase
is stronglysuggestedby theverystrong (10 fold) fall off of Jc in even0.1 T field. Detailedanalysis
by MO imaging and remanentfield analysisof subdividedsamples had earlier shown that the
intergranular current was both much smaller (~4000 A/cm2 at 4 K) and had an SNS-like
temperaturedependence,while the intra-granularcurrent density significantlyexceeded 106 A/cm2
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(see Figure 11). The reasonable conclusion to draw from these and many other studies of
polycrystals is that granular behavior is quite evident but that one sourceof the granularity is
uncontrolled second phase, particularly residualFeAs phase. Useof techniquessuch asremanent
magnetization analysis, MO imagingandLTLSM imaging enablea quite detailed understanding of
these effects.8 The intragranular Jc valuesare largely consistent with the resultsobtained from
single crystal studies discussed above. All suggest that the pnictides are inherentnanomaterials
becauseof their short coherencelengthsand thusproducehigh densities of pinning defects. We
mayconcludefrom therapidfall off of Jc in Fig. 11(b) however thatmanyof theseare point defects
thatareeasilythermally depinnedat highertemperatures.

Jc in Thin Films

Thin fi lms havegenerallyhad signif icantly lower Jc valuesthan bulk single crystalsand
indeedhave led to an independentconclusionthatpolycrystalline films exhibit electromagnetically
granularbehavior.

Thin films have not beeneasyto grow, especially of the 1111compoundswheredoping is
largelyproducedby F andby O and where botharevolatile andeffectively uncontrolledin the final
films. Studyof La1111 by theDresdengroup hasconcluded that the largely polycrystalline forms
producedby ex situ growth produces an electromagnetically granular film, even though single
crystal LSAT substratesare used. In principle it shouldbepossible to dopemore easilyin theCo-
122 systemswhere the doping agent (Co) is not volatile andindeed this allows in situ growth and
greaterdegreesof epitaxy 48,52,53. Howevergrowth of the122structureon LSAT doesnot seemto
producegenuineepitaxy andJc values arelower thanthoseseenin bulk singlecrystals. Only in the
films recently grown by the Eom group on SrTiO3 or on LAO with STO intermediate layers is
genuineepitaxy obtained35, 54. In this caseJc valuesexceed106 A/cm2 andfil msappearto bequite
freeof electromagneticandcrystalline granularity. Studies of theangular dependenceof Jc in these
films also show significantly higher Jc for H parallel to c than for H parallel to ab, a result that
contradictstheHc2 anisotropy of thefilms anddemonstratesthat conventionalstrongvortex pinning
effectsarepossible in thepnictides.54

Epitaxial growth on STO immediately suggeststhat the classic bicrystal experiment55 is
possibleand indeedthis hasnow beenreported by Lee et al.35 Thekey result is that Jc is reduced
by grainboundarieswith 5-24⁰ [001] til t. Studyof 3⁰, 6⁰, 9⁰ and 24⁰ bicrystalsshows thatthereis a
progressive reductionof Jc with increasingmisorientationthat is reminiscentof, but not asstrongas
in cuprate,especiallyplanarYBCO grainboundaries.

4. Summary

We have summarized recent studies of the pnictides from the viewpoint of potential
applications. A key point is that theyhaveproperties intermediate betweenthe LTS materials like
Nb-Ti andNb3Sn andthe cuprateslike YBCO andBi-2212or Bi-2223. On their positive side is
thattheycanhaveTc up to 55K andHc2(0) well over100 T.

After a comparison amongthefamilies122comesout the mostsuitablefor application with
rather high Tc, upper critical field, low anisotropy, reducedthermal fluctuations and intrinsic
pinning mechanisms. In particular theCo-doped 122compound with Tc of ~22 K Hc2(0) of >50 T,
has almost twice that of Nb3Sn (30 T) with a Tc of 18 K. Although the Nb-basematerialsare
isotropic, Co-122 is almost isotropic (γ < 2) too, making it potentially competitive as a low
temperaturesuperconductor. Even the highestTc pnictides,Sm- and Nd-1111 haveanisotropies
much smaller than typical cuprates(γ ~ 30). However a typical YBCO hasγ ~5, similar to the
1111. A clear drawbackto presentapplications of the pnictides is their extrinsic and perhaps
intrinsic granularitythat significantly restrict the critical current density of polycrystalline forms.
However, sinceonly 18 months havepassedsincethe first reportsof Tc above20 K in thepnictides,
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we shouldnot expect that discoveriesareyet over or that the final word on applications canyet be
given.
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Figure captions

Figure1.
Magneto-transport measurements in high magnetic field appliedperpendicularly to the samples for
threedifferent materials:NdFeAsO0.7F0.3 (Nd-1111), Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 (Ba-122)and FeSe0.5Te0.5

(Fe-11).

Figure2.
Temperaturedependencesof ab

cH //
2 (filled symbols), and ab

cH ⊥
2 (empty symbols) for the same

samplesof Figure1. In theinsetamagnificationof theregioncloseto Tc for theFe-11sample.

Figure3.

cc TH /20µ as a function of T/Tc Nd-1111,Ba-1222 and Fe-11 for H//ab(filled symbols)andH⊥ab

(empty symbols).The broken line represent the BCS paramagnetic limit )1(84.10 λµ += cP TH . In
theinsetamagnificationof theregioncloseto T/Tc=1

Figure4.
Fluctuation conductivity ∆σ asa functionof ε=ln(T/Tc) in a Log-Log scale:filled symbolsrepresent
the experimentaldata and continuous line represents the 3D Aslamazov-Larkin behaviour

εξσ ce h32/2=∆ . Inset: low temperature resistivity data (open squaresymbols) and linear

extrapolation of normal stateresistivity data (continuousline).

Figure5.
Magnetichysteresis loops of the Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 crystal in field parallel to c-axis (a) and ab-
plane(b) at 4.2,7.5, 10,12.5, 15,17.5and20K.,

Figure6. 

Critical current density for H//c (Jc,ab) as a function of magnetic field at 4.2÷20 K for the
Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 crystal.

Figure7. 
Temperaturedependenceof critical current density along ab-plane(Jc,ab) and c-axis (Jc,c) for the
Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 crystal. The dashed lines show fitti ng of the experimental data with Jc =
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Jc(0)×(1-T/Tc)
n with Jcab (0) = 7.5×105 A/cm2, n = 1.75for Jc,ab and Jc,c(0) = 2.0×105 A/cm2, n = 2.

Inset: Temperaturedependenceof anisotropyof thecritical currentdensityγJ = Jc,ab / Jc,c.

Figure8. 
Normalizedflux pinning force fp asa function of reducedfield h = H/Hirr of theBa(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2

crystal for field applied parallelto c-axis(a)andab-plane(b).

Figure9. 
 Optical image (left) of a polycrystal Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 bulk sample and the corresponding
magneto-optical image(right) takenafterzero-field cooledand appliedfield of 100mT at 6.4K.

Figure10.
(a)(b)(c)High magnification SEM images of a Sm1111polycrystal that was polished down to 20
µm thickness and then examined in a low temperature laser scanning microscope in the
superconductingstate51. About 20 regionsshowing supercurrent dissipations wereseenof which
about ¾ switchedoff whenmore than~0.1 T wasapplied. This imagesetshowsmicrostructural
details of typical switch-off spots A, B, and dissipationspot C that was still passing supercurrentat
5 T. Therearesecond phasesof Sm2O3 andFeAswith white anddark graycontrastin addition to
platey Sm1111 grains.Crackswith dark line contrastsare also seen. (d)(e)(f) Dissipation spots at
self field superimposedon theSEM imagesof (a)(b)(c), respectively.Deeperred colour represents
theareaswith strongerdissipationwherehigher supercurrentdensity wasfocused.

Figure11.
(a): Temperature dependenceof global critical currentdensity Jc

global(T) for the polycrystalline
SmFeAsO0.85 and NdFeAsO0.94F0.06 bulk samplesobtained from the remanent magnetization
analysis(filled), magnetooptical B(x) flux profile analysis8. (b) Temperature dependenceof critical
current density of locally circulating current Jc

local(T) for the polycrystalline SmFeAsO0.85 and
NdFeAsO0.94F0.06 bulk samplesobtainedfrom remanentmagnetization analysis. Inset showslog-
scaleplotsfor theSmFeAsO0.85 experimentaldatawith anexponentialandlinear fitting.
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Figure1.
Magneto-transport measurements in high magnetic field appliedperpendicularly to the samples for
threedifferent materials:NdFeAsO0.7F0.3 (Nd-1111),Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 (Ba-122) and FeSe0.5Te0.5

(Fe-11).
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Figure2.
Temperaturedependencesof ab

cH //
2 (filled symbols), and ab

cH ⊥
2 (empty symbols) for the same

samplesof Figure1. In theinsetamagnificationof theregioncloseto Tc for theFe-11sample.

Figure3.

cc TH /20µ as a function of T/Tc Nd-1111,Ba-1222 and Fe-11 for H//ab(filled symbols)andH⊥ab

(empty symbols).The broken line represent the BCS paramagnetic limit )1(84.10 λµ += cP TH . In
theinsetamagnificationof theregioncloseto T/Tc=1
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Figure4.
Fluctuation conductivity ∆σ asa functionof ε=ln(T/Tc) in a Log-Log scale:filled symbolsrepresent
the experimentaldata and continuous line represents the 3D Aslamazov-Larkin behaviour

εξσ ce h32/2=∆ . Inset: low temperature resistivity data (open squaresymbols) and linear

extrapolation of normal stateresistivity data (continuousline).
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Figure5.
Magnetichysteresis loops of the Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 crystal in field parallel to c-axis (a) and ab-
plane(b) at 4.2,7.5, 10,12.5, 15,17.5and20K.
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Fig. 6. 

Critical current density for H//c (Jc,ab) as a function of magnetic field at 4.2÷20 K for the
Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 crystal.

Fig. 7
Temperaturedependenceof critical current density along ab-plane(Jc,ab) and c-axis (Jc,c) for the
Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 crystal. The dashed lines show fitti ng of the experimental data with Jc =
Jc(0)×(1-T/Tc)

n with Jcab (0) = 7.5×105 A/cm2, n = 1.75for Jc,ab and Jc,c(0) = 2.0×105 A/cm2, n = 2.
Inset: Temperaturedependenceof anisotropyof thecritical currentdensity γJ = Jc,ab / Jc,c.
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Fig. 8
Normalizedflux pinning force fp asa function of reducedfield h = H/Hirr of theBa(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2

crystal for field applied parallelto c-axis(a)andab-plane(b).
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Fig. 9 Optical image (left) of a polycrystal Ba(Fe0.9Co0.1)2As2 bulk sample and the corresponding
magneto-optical image(right) takenafterzero-field cooledand appliedfield of 100mT at 6.4K.
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Fig. 10 (a)(b)(c)High magnification SEM imagesof a Sm1111polycrystalthat waspolisheddown
to 20 µm thicknessand then examinedin a low temperature laser scanningmicroscopein the
superconductingstate51. About 20 regionsshowing supercurrent dissipations wereseenof which
about ¾ switchedoff whenmore than~0.1 T wasapplied. This imagesetshowsmicrostructural
details of typical switch-off spots A, B, and dissipationspot C that was still passing supercurrentat
5 T. Therearesecond phasesof Sm2O3 andFeAswith white anddark graycontrastin addition to
platey Sm1111 grains.Crackswith dark line contrastsare also seen. (d)(e)(f) Dissipation spots at
self field superimposedon theSEM imagesof (a)(b)(c), respectively.Deeperred colour represents
theareaswith strongerdissipationwherehigher supercurrentdensity wasfocused.
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Fig. 11 (a): Temperature dependenceof global critical current density Jc
global(T) for the

polycrystalline SmFeAsO0.85 and NdFeAsO0.94F0.06 bulk samples obtained from the remanent
magnetization analysis (filled), magneto optical B(x) flux profile analysis8. (b) Temperature
dependenceof critical current density of locally circulating current Jc

local(T) for the polycrystalline
SmFeAsO0.85 and NdFeAsO0.94F0.06 bulk samplesobtainedfrom remanent magnetization analysis.
Insetshowslog-scaleplots for the SmFeAsO0.85 experimental datawith an exponentialand linear
fitting.
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